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IM SYSTEMS OF KNOWLEDGE 
MAY 2007 SESSION 

EXAMINERS’ REPORT 
 
The following is a short report on the Systems of Knowledge Examination held in May 2007. 
The report is divided into two sections: 
Part A  deals with statistical information, outlining the performance of students in this 
examination. 
Part B  is the Examiner’s report. Each section of the paper is corrected by two examiners. The 
examiners are asked to meet and to write a report, outlining suggestions for both students 
and teachers. The present report is based on a compilation of the separate reports submitted 
by the examiners of particular sections of the paper. 
 
 
Part A.  STATISTICAL INFORMATION 
 
Table 1: Distribution of grades for IM level Systems of Knowledge – May 2007  
 

  A B C D E F Absent Total 
Candidates 66 430 1283 172 13 554 26 2544 
% of total 2.6 16.9 50.4 6.8 0.5 21.8 1.0 100 

 
 
Table 2: Distribution of grades for IM level Systems of Knowledge – May 2006  
 

  A B C D E F Absent Total  
Candidates  40 513 1310 196 33 473 12 2577 

% of total 1.6 19.9 50.8 7.6 1.3 18.4 0.5 100 
 
 
General Comments 
The examination paper was divided into four sections, with three subsections in each part. 
Questions were set in both the Maltese and English language. Most students prefer to answer 
in English and it is the opinion of the chairperson that the practice of presenting the paper in 
both Maltese and English should be revised. The suggestion is that the questions are to be 
set only in the English language, but students should still have the option of answering in 
either Maltese or English. .  
 
The examination board also noted that there is a substantial number of students who 
obtained a relatively high mark in their projects but then failed miserably in their written 
examination. This occurrence needs further exploration, in particular to find out whether this is 
across the board or is happening only in some particular schools. If the latter is the case, then 
it could be shown that there is over-marking of the projects in such schools. 
 
Table 1 shows the distribution of grades for May 2007 session, while Table 2 shows the 
distribution of grades for May 2006. The tables indicate that the distribution of grades has not 
changed significantly. 
 
 
Part B . EXAMINERS’ REPORTS 
The SOK papers are corrected by eight examiners, two for each section. The examiners are 
asked to write a report on their respective sections. The following remarks are based on their 
comments.  
 
Section A  
As has been customary for a number of years now, candidates opted for safety rather than 
creativity and excellence. Since the result of this examination may have a bearing on whether 
they make it to University one can hardly blame them.  The course design and delivery are 
such that every year some of the questions are really a safety net for the candidate that 
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ensures at least a minimum pass mark.  It is not easy for examination setters to avoid this.  In 
this year’s edition the ‘safety net’ in Section A was question A3. 
 
The Questions 
Question A3 was the most popular.  It was a straight forward question with little effort for the 
first part and an easy challenge for the second.  The students that opted for this question 
were required to state how and why Socrates was a ‘gadfly’.  All they had to do was recall 
what they read in the book and the teachers’ notes.  In fact all the answers were correct. 
What distinguished one from the other was the level of sophistication in the answer.  The 
second part required more thinking and reasoning.  They had to decide who is/are today’s 
gadflies.  They did well to fairly well in this part.  The last part in which they had to compare 
today’s gadflies with Socrates was the most challenging. 
 
Question A1 was second in preference.  Most of the candidates answered it by referring to 
the trial and how Socrates presented his defence.  There was a small number of students 
who did not make the grade.  These were the few who did not prepare for the examination 
and did quite badly in all four questions. 
 
Question A2 was the most challenging.  There was less recall involved and quite a bit more 
thinking required.  Perhaps that is why it was to a large extent shunned.  The success rate in 
this question was lower than in the others.  Those students who were very familiar with the 
text were able to refer to instances where Socrates speaks about reason.  The second part 
was more difficult and the students’ responses were quite varied from good to poor. 
 
The Style 
Regarding the style, most candidates seem unable to write a proper essay. They seem to 
know about, but are unable to do philosophy. If it were not for the content, the typical section 
A essay would not be much different from a literature, history or science essay. For instance, 
most candidates referred only to what philosophers say regarding a particular topic, without 
giving the reasons these philosophers adduce to sustain their beliefs. It seems that when 
tackling a question they only asked ‘what does the philosopher say regarding the topic in 
question?’, without supplementing this with the equally important question (from a 
philosopher’s point of view) ‘why does s/he say so?’ Even when writing their own opinions, 
candidates seemed unable to buttress these with clear rational arguments, referring instead 
to ‘received wisdom’, common beliefs or even religious convictions.   
 
Moreover, a good number of candidates seemed unable to focus solely on the topic in 
question and included a lot of unnecessary data in their compositions. Quite a lot of them do 
not know that a paragraph-long Socrates’ biography and references to his looks and habits 
are out of place in an essay dealing with the relationship between morality and rationality in 
Socrates’ thought. Some, fortunately a small number, seem to believe that an essay is a kind 
of hotchpotch wherein one drops any piece of information s/he remembers, without discerning 
which data is relevant to the topic in question.   
 
Language 
As to language, a good number of candidates seem unable to express themselves fluently in 
Maltese or English, even though they wrote their essays in one of these languages. The 
linguistic shortcomings involved grammar, expression and the inability the use the right word 
in the right circumstance, including the inability to use philosophy jargon. Given that such 
shortcomings were very widespread, it seems that an effort needs to be made by Systems of 
Knowledge teachers to term properly and thoroughly any philosophy jargon they use.  
 
Content  
The candidates showed that during their lectures/study they had garnered a lot of content and 
information. Yet, from the essays it emerged that unfortunately they learned most of this by 
heart and, when the need arose, were unable to tie together different data in a cogent and 
coherent manner. That the candidates learned most of their material by heart is evident from 
the details of the examples they gave to illustrate certain ideas and concepts; the details and 
constituents of these examples were common to a good number of essays.  
 
In one of the questions students were asked to refer to modern ‘gadflies’; contemporary 
figures to whom Socrates’ self-definition may be applied. A good number of them referred to a 
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limited number of characters (obviously, the examples lecturers mentioned in class). Amongst 
the common answers one could find references to figures like priests, teachers, the media 
and politicians as contemporary gadflies; modern equivalents to the ancient Socrates.  

 
The gad-fly analogy illustrates Socrates’ mission to awake people from their slumbers and 
induce them to think with their own heads; something that the figures in question rarely do. 
These either induce passivity (as is the case with the media) or are generally conservative 
and paternalist figures who pretend to possess the magic prescription for the world’s evil. 
People are expected to follow such prescription, without much questioning or pondering upon. 
And while one might draw (as a number of candidates did) some analogy between Socrates 
and certain religious figures regarding their denunciation of materialism, the comparison 
between Socrates and politicians is farfetched. To their credit, a good number of students 
were aware of this and, when explaining the examples they gave, claimed that the only 
comparison they could draw between Socrates and modern politicians was that both could be 
very annoying. While evidencing their discernment, this induced them to reduce the concept 
of ‘gadfly’ to that of a mere nuisance. Some answers seem to have been influenced by an 
attempt to emasculate Socrates or to erroneously fashion him according to conservative 
values. The end result was a paternalist caricature. 
 
 
Section B  
While the candidates’ essays this year showed a general understanding of artistic 
manifestations during the Renaissance, it is also clear that they have a tendency to study 
model answers and insert these models regardless of the specific question being asked.  A 
case in point was the question about new painting techniques during the Renaissance.  This 
question was selected by a large percentage of candidates.  While some of the essays 
ranged from good to excellent, there were several candidates who simply repeated the classic 
Leonardo-Raphael-Michelangelo model answer, focusing on a list of their works and 
mentioning few, if any, techniques introduced during the period.  Others included lengthy 
references to sculpture, even though the question was specifically about painting. 
 
Generally, candidates who chose the remaining two questions were less successful. While 
some candidates showed evidence of a rather thorough reading of Giorgio Vasari, others 
merely wrote at a superficial level about how the book helped them to appreciate art and 
showed little evidence of study.  Essays about the relationship between art and science (in 
relation to Leonardo da Vinci) were usually strong in their description of Leonardo’s work 
and/or his scientific interests, but weaker in their discussion of art and science in today’s 
world. 
 
A general point that should also be made about many candidates is the tendency to perceive 
the Middle Ages as a ‘Dark’ period with little artistic enlightenment.  This view repeats the 
Renaissance prejudice against the Middle Ages and should be replaced with a view that 
perceives these two periods as different interpretations of the world and the human condition.  
 
 
Section C  
After fifteen years, this year was the closest to the hard-core technical target we ever got. The 
examiners wish to congratulate the question setter who decided to go so close and to venture 
in directly asking the students to describe what could be the working processes and scientific 
principles found in technical products. The question C1 stated that a student could choose 
any household appliance or tool and to describe and explain the scientific or technical 
principles involved and attributed to its proper functioning. 
 
While the examiner should be congratulated, most candidates should be pitied at their lack of 
appreciation for the beautiful concealed functions existing all around them. The written 
answers show clearly that most candidates are still not aware of technological functions 
whose principles of operation dates back to before Christ era. Most students also have great 
difficulty in expressing themselves when describing technological functions in detail, and, are 
not proficient in the art of using accurate descriptive language constructs both in English and 
in Maltese. 
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Inappropriate style of communicating technological knowledge  
Some candidates seem to be addicted to quotations from literary works and still think that 
they can find security in technology by mentioning the great scientists of yesteryear. They 
combine their usual proven vocabulary with names of great men of science such as Zen, 
Pristig, John Sunderland, Chris, Sylvia, Bragg, Karl Popper, Galileo, Pauling, Rosalind 
Franklin, Madame Curie, James Watson, Kepler, Aristotle, Einstein, Dalton, Ptolemy, Kuhn, 
Marconi, Edison, Ford, and others. However, the details of the technological or scientific 
discoveries are never mentioned. 
 
Another students’ style of depicting technological requirements is to pretend that they know of 
all the ingredients and elements that make up scientists, and try to give the impression that 
they could serve society at any level of science just by turning on, at will, a higher amount of 
the desired consistent mixture that make up or to act as a genuine scientist during an SOK 
examination. Most students over the last fifteen years depicted the following recipe, with the 
amounts used, depending on one’s required flavours. The recipe could be made by weight, or 
by volume, or intensity of adjectives and propositions used, including harmonious qualities, 
tolerance, ambition, and a trace of simplicity, favourably understood one hopes, aesthetic 
appreciation, being patient while being precise and accurate, ability to cooperate in a team 
and to tell the truth, to be objective, ethical in manners to divulge only proven secrets, 
obtained through methods of induction and deduction, and not to mislead others by publishing 
made up results to win Nobel Prizes. Presenting this babble as a projection of practical 
technology instead of encouraging real practical activities by employing experimental 
methodologies is doing a great disservice to the very philosophy of the science and 
technology section of the Systems of Knowledge examination. 
 
Another style is for the students to relate the dates and historical events as the “steam engine 
was invented by Stevenson before the industrial revolution started gaining inertia”, obviously 
not knowing the meaning of inertia in a scientific manner. 
 
Still, this year there was a trace of technological and scientific interpretation which would 
make dead scientists quiver in their grave, and the ones living, just wondering what some 
candidates think when they see a mathematical model of a scientific process including the 
interpretation of electricity by ohm’s law, in the form of V=I*R, I=V/R or R=V/I. Of great interest 
was the large number of students who so cleverly and so ingeniously boiled down so many 
appliances to extract the common latent scientific/technological juicy processes demanded by 
the question C1. 
 
Kettles, televisions, burglar alarms, washing machines, heaters, ovens, liquidisers, light bulbs, 
vacuum cleaners, fans, air conditioners, hair driers, fridges, computers, transformers, musical 
players, all used the same scientific principle eventually. “You wire them to a three pin plug, 
plug them in the wall, switch it on, and the voltage travels down the wire to make it work”. 
Those who wrote in the Maltese language had the misconception that “l-apparat kollu 
jaghhdem bid-dawl”. The interpretation of “id-dawl” as “electricity” is a misnomer that should 
have been eradicated a century ago when electric motors started rotating through the 
application of “electricity” and not “light” which the Maltese language depicts by the noisy 
outburst as “id-dawl”, projecting the darkness of the speaker, to the trained ear of a Maltese 
scientist when “id-dawl” is projected with such a connotation.  
 
Of great interest was the fact that in their answer to one of the questions, candidates were 
given the impression that “in science one should not accept the truth as depicted by science, 
since this is changing all the time.” One hopes that in that statement there was no suggestion 
that one should feel confident and secure by accepting the truth as depicted through 
philosophical and religious or political reasoning. 
 
The following are quotations from answers found in this year’s scripts. 

• Student A - il-crosscut jahdem bid-dawl. 
• Student B - the world is full of bits of technology. 
• Student C - it is electrons that make television and other appliances come to 

life. 
• Student D - a mouse is a simple invention, there is a ball, which rotates when 

the mouse moves. 
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• Student X - the gas oven works by connecting it to the gas cylinder, open the burners, 
there are several pipes in it, the cooker is made of metal, knobs are not made of 
metal. Later on the student mentions that a scientist discovers through the induction 
and the deduction methods. 

• Student Y – il-kitla tħaddima billi tipplakkja l-plakka ma l-iswiċ u tafas il- buttuna li tkun 
mal- kitla. 

• Student Z - solar panel, din in magna taħdem billi tassorbi l-energija solari w igiel l-
ilma li jkun merfuh fit-tank jkun mgħammar taposta sabiex iżomm l-ilma shun. 

 
It was very encouraging to see that artists are at last seeing technology in their art. 

• student W – this student earned high marks in his ‘artistic answer’ by writing the 
following technical descriptions or techniques,  

o teknika arkitetorali u teknika skulturali, (seta dahhal teknika pitturali) 
o teknika ta l-sfumato, 
o teknika tal background tal Mona Lisa, 
o teknika tal-chiaroscuro, 
o teknika tal perspettiva fil-last supper to Leonardo Da Vinci, 
o teknika tal kantrapasta fejn Adam kien imsemmi, 
o it- ‘terhilta’ hi teknika ohra,  

If this student could only describe the details of these techniques, the examiner would have 
awarded him full technology marks for his artistic answer. Maybe, at last, what the examiner 
said fifteen years ago that technology is to be found in all subjects, is now beginning to sink 
in. 
  

• Student P – tithaddem permess li titwahhal il-plakka ma l-swic permess li din 
tithaddem bid dawl. 

• Student Q – the force that the motor uses is called torque. Torque (in a liquidiser) is 
calculated by multiplying the speed and the mass of the mixture together. 

• Student  R – this small machine works by an electric current that flows inside a power 
supply   which is then modified according to the voltage needed. The power supply 
will feed the circuits in the computer’s circuits called chips. 

• Student S – wrote an excellent description of the workings of the transformer, 
considered relative to what was written in the past and present contributions. 

• Student T – wrote an excellent description of the workings of the refrigerator, 
considered relative to what was written in the past and present contributions. 

• Student U – the television is applied to the plug, inside it contains an ammeter, 
voltmeter and a fuse to modify the electricity as need so as not overheat the 
appliance. When accidentally more voltage passes through the fuse, the fuse will cut 
the energy passing through it, preventing a possible accident to the people and the 
appliance. After all this action is done, the television set will switch on when the 
owner wants by turning it on. These are some of the scientific and technological 
processes involved and how they contribute to function the appliance such as a 
television. 

• Student V – a kettle which is used to boil water and then pour it into a glass passes 
through many stages and testing to give us what we need. Before producing the 
kettle first, someone has to come up with the idea. Then after he must make some 
research, then the hypothesis, then perform an experiment on a smaller or a larger 
scale, after getting the results he produces the product and performs testing like, how 
much heat it can took, how much time it takes to boil the water and starts sounding 
the whistle, how much water it can take. The device works by placing water in it then 
place it on a naked flame at a high level. After some minutes the water starts to 
increase the temperature from room temperature to boiling when the water boils 
pressure is formed inside the kettle in form of steam and by this pressure of steam 
which will be passing through the whistle it will make a sound. Then the boiling water 
would be poured in a cup or a mug and dissolves the sugar, coffee, tea or other. 

• Student W – meta immorru go hanut biex nixtru magna ahna li nkunu ser nixtru 
noqodu attenti x-nixtru. Niehdu il- magna li biha tehsel il -hwejjeg, nindunaw kemm 
dak li ivinta ried jaghti kas ta affarijiet. Din hekk kif intuwa il- hasla tibda timla l-ilma 
tixrob il-likwidu tal hasil a iddur a tahsel il-hwejjeg imbaghad fl-ahhar taghsarhom. 
Naraw li xhin din tibda timla l-ilma timla skond il qies u tista wkoll tazel xtip ta ilma trid. 
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Nindunaw li minn ivinta dawn il magni ried joqod attent li l-ilma ma jaqax fuq il wayar 
u tiehu in nar. Dan wkoll joqodu attenti li din hija safe ghan-nies li jkunu juzawa. 

• Student Y – the household appliance surely to be used by the majority of people is 
the microwave. The microwave is an appliance that has entered our world a few 
decades ago. It is required as an important appliance in our kitchens for today’s fast 
world. Its function is that of heating or defrosting food in a very short time. All one’s 
have got to do to function a microwave is by switching on the power supply and give 
the microwave an estimated time so that it will switch off automatically. The scientific 
process within the appliance is all by transmitting waves, which are microwaves. This 
“waves” of great heat penetrates the food in the appliance to warm it up or defrost the 
object. These heat waves are the same like those emitted by the sun. With 
technological process this appliance processes our microwaves through the power 
supply. 

 
It is somewhat worrying that students entering university with such a vision of technology tend 
to find it difficult to steer along the correct paths, for it appears that the latent and concealed 
functions within technology are components that the individual himself must establish a form 
for them. The teacher may help, but eventually as one grows throughout life, the shape of 
hidden and latent technical, scientific components can only be modelled according to the 
information in hand. Our students at 6th form level would have already steered their own 
paths, most away from the paths of technology and scientific creations. To steer them back 
would involve the demolition of the mental architectures they already had built. The examiners 
agree that seeding a better vision of scientific principles and their mental modelling, at an 
early age is the best medicine one can give to stop the evils germinating at an early age. 
Unfortunately, some wrong conception of scientific principles were seen to float all the way to 
the final years at university where the students on the eve of their graduation still depict 
scientific modelling in the most unfamiliar manner.  
 
In this year’s SOK examination, with the question C1 being instrumental to permit every 
student with university potential to roam in hard-core scientific and technological areas, many 
issues were uncovered as to the manner in which the Maltese education helps its customers 
to visualise the details of their environment. Most answers to part C have shown that when 
most Maltese students walk all the paths available to them, most of them have minds which 
do not possess any scientific principles for their guidance, so their views on reality are 
invested with superficiality in what they can recognise, and much doubt about what they are 
conscious of, but do not understand, while any accident they meet through ignorance is 
surrounded with mystery, that others versed in science may easily understand and even 
enjoy. In Maltese education, unconceivable efforts are required to make modern scientific and 
technological principles collide with all Maltese minds where fortuitous scintillations would 
enlighten more, all the paths that they tread. 
 
The description that is given in the Appendix may be considered as an example of good 
practice when attempting to answer questions similar to question C1. This is the style of 
communicating knowledge that should be promoted. It combines tables, diagrams, 
mathematical formulae and text when describing science and technology. 
 
 
Section D  
Question D3 was the favourite.  What I think made it so is the ‘text book’ reference to the 
benefits of work, dignity, security, a particular identity and so on.  The candidates could write 
about the benefits of leisure from their personal life experience.  Although some examiners 
are of the opinion that questions that can be answered without reference to the text book are 
not valid, reflecting on one’s life and that of others through observation is valid and provides a 
break from regurgitating both text book and lecture notes. 
 
Question D1 was more demanding since it presented a serious clash between two important 
aspects of our lives. All candidates acknowledged that social and technological development 
cannot and should not be stopped.  The protection and enhancement of our natural 
environment was not challenged.  So far the candidates did quite well.  The ‘solutions’ that 
were suggested were very varied including the reduction of smoke from power stations, 
vehicle emissions, high rise buildings, as well as waste management and others.  The 
success rate for this question was satisfactory. 
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Question D2 was the least popular.  Perhaps the challenge here was too much.  One could 
not simply go back to the text book and draw directly from it.  ‘Prima facie’ every measure that 
raises the quality for one side seems to take away from the other.  Most of the small number 
of candidates who tackled this question did quite a good job in trying to find the balance. 
 
Note 
As from 2008 the course and examination are to be substantially changed.  Therefore further 
comments and suggestions on the current system are not needed.  However for the new 
system one hopes that the course delivery will include a good measure of ‘thinking skills’ and 
much less recall work. 
 
 
Chairperson 
Board of Examiners 
 
September 2007 
 
 
APPENDIX Example of a good answer to a question on Technology 
 
 The Scientific and Technological Principles associated with a Kitchen Water Tap. 
Keywords: pressure, area, force, acceleration, velocity, rate of flow, quantity per unit time, 
gravitational pull, surface tension, globular formation 
 
When a car goes around a roundabout, its passengers are flung out away from the centre due 
to the fact that a change of velocity direction brings about an acceleration and in turn creates 
a centrifugal force accordingly where: 
 

maF =  
 
Such is the principle of a centrifugal pump whereby water entering at its centre is flung out 
due to rotation. The high pressure water generated at the circumference is fed to pipes where 
water is controlled by valves along the way. Refer to Figure 1. 
 

 
Figure 1 
 
Water taps or valves are controlled orifices which may be opened and closed by different 
arrangements. These include a rotating perforated ball, hence a ball valve; a poppet valve, 
where the poppet rises and drops to open and close an orifice; or a gate valve, where a gate 
arrangement rises and falls to control the area through which the water flows. An example is 
shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2 
 
The tap or valve itself is normally the last element in a series of devices which transport water 
from a water reservoir or store in any home. Normally the centrifugal pumps with multiple 
stages are used to build up a high water pressure in the pipe. Therefore, when the orifice in 
the pipe is opened, one side of the orifice finds atmospheric pressure while the other side is 
subjected to pressure built by the pump, which is higher than atmospheric pressure. Hence a 
water particle at the end of the tap would be subjected to two forces (see Figure 3). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The resultant force on the water particle is 
 

( ) FAPP ATMOSPHEREPUMP =−  

that is, an accelerating force. 
 
This force causes the water particles to accelerate towards the open end of the tap. At the 
mouth of the tap, the velocity reached is due to the difference of pressure between the pump 
pressure in the pipes and the atmospheric pressure outside. 
 
At the mouth of the tap, the outlet velocity of the water will increase since it is pulled down by 
gravitational force. Further velocity is gained and the falling stream of water alters its shape. 
 
The quantity of water passing per unit time is related to the area and the velocity of flow as 
follows: 

Av
t

Q =  

 
 

AreaxPPUMP AreaxPATMOSPHERE

Resultant accelerating force Figure 3 
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A description of the parameters is given in Table 1. 
 

Description of parameter Symbol Unit 
Volume of water flowing Q m3 
Time T s 
Area A m2 
Velocity V m/s 

Table 1 
 
Therefore, for a given rate of flow of water, if the velocity increases, then the area of the 
stream has to decrease.  
 
As the water stream drops down gaining higher velocity the stream narrows, till the jet of 
water hits the air in its path with such force that the surface tension of the liquid is not enough 
to hold the stream together and so the jet of water breaks down into small globules of 
spherical shape. The spherical shape is due to the surface tension of the water enveloping 
the surface in such a way that the tension developed on the surface minimizes the globule’s 
area to be as small as possible. When the highest volume is contained by the minimum 
surface area, the resulting shape is always a sphere. 
 
The gain of momentum of the water due to the pressure of the pump and the gravitational pull 
is arrested suddenly in the kitchen sink. The impact of the water with metal causes noise and 
the sink to suffer a slight distortion due to the impact force on it described by the relationship 
of change in momentum as: 
 

( )12 vvmF −=  
 

 
 


